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HP holds a legacy of trust and reliability, and not surprisingly, it comes through consistence, honest
and relentless approach. HP works to make technology simpler, accessible, secure and cost-
effective so that it can serve humanity in a better way.  HP product spectrum is quite broad and
includes all vibrant colors to give context-aware experience for a connected world. Whether you
crave for daily computing or looking for business solution, HP has a solution for your customized
world.

With a global market, HP Customer Support has a big responsibility to deal with. Thankfully, it has
been meeting customersâ€™ expectation every time.  You get a range of support options, available
through knowledge-base, e-mail, chat or remote-screen sharing. You can get assistance regarding
HP computer setup and installation, printer setup and networking, PC optimization, software
installation and upgrade, viruses and spyware removal, and more. HP Support Forums is portal to
collaborate with peers to share experience regarding HP products for mutual understanding and
benefit.

Learning troubleshooting tips can be of great help. Go ahead to know how to fix frequent Internet
issues with HP computers/laptops:

Error "Video is no longer available" on YouTube :

If you are unable to play a video on YouTube, and getting error as "Video is no longer available,"
then there is something wrong with your antivirus software. You can check it by turning off
temporarily. Update, upgrade or customize the console settings of the security software. Restart the
browser to make the changes effective.

Adobe PDF issues :

If PDFs are not opening properly on your HP laptop then you may update the Adobe Reader and
modify the settings. Uninstalling or reinstalling the product can also check the issue.  At times, you
can perform the repair task as follow: Help > Repair Acrobat Installation. Similarly, in Adobe
Reader, go to Help > Repair Adobe Reader Installation.

Webpages load slowly or don't load at all :

Donâ€™t blame HP for it. Try using different browsers, if it happens with all then there is something
wrong with that particular website you are looking for. Multiple reasons could be preventing
webpages from loading quickly. Check your antivirus and firewall settings and use your security
software to scan and remove malicious software if any.

"Webpage cannot be displayedâ€• :

This is the most common and annoying error message, and the browser may stop responding.
There can be various issues, the user account can be corrupted, system software may be infected
by viruses or there can be other hidden reasons related to browser compatibility and settings.
Speed up your browser deleting history, temporary Internet files, cookies, form data, and stored
passwords. Also, implement privacy settings and Pop-up Blocker settings, and disable add-ons.
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What, unable to fix HP Internet issues on your own?  Donâ€™t get panicked as HP Technical Help is not
too far. Call experts on phone or raise an online support request, and you will find experts coming to
your rescue in no time. They can troubleshoot your HP machine virtually to leave behind a smooth
running PC.
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